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Frames of reference are coordinate systems used to

compute and specify the location of objects with

respect to other objects. These have long been thought

of as innate concepts, built into our neurocognition.

However, recent work shows that the use of such

frames in language, cognition and gesture varies cross-

culturally, and that children can acquire different sys-

tems with comparable ease. We argue that language

can play a significant role in structuring, or restructur-

ing, a domain as fundamental as spatial cognition. This

suggests we need to rethink the relation between the

neurocognitive underpinnings of spatial cognition and

the concepts we use in everyday thinking, and, more

generally, to work out how to account for cross-cultural

cognitive diversity in core cognitive domains.

Think where you left your glasses. Of course, they were to
the right of the telephone! This is the sort of everyday
coding of spatial location we use. But some people in other
cultures think differently about the same situation: they
would code the glasses as being on the telephone’s own left
side, or even as being north-east of the phone! Under-
standing these differences and their source is what this
article is about. As the scene is the same, the differences in
coding are clearly something we bring to the scene – what
Gestalt theorists called a ‘frame of reference’, or a
coordinate system, which we impose on the objects to get
a specified direction for the glasses with respect to the
telephone.

There has been a great deal of thought about spatial
frames of reference (FoR) in psychology, neurocognition,
linguistics and elsewhere. Most of this literature privileges
egocentric coordinates, as exemplified in ‘the glasses are to
the right of the telephone’: Kant argued elegantly that the
human body frame is the source of our basic intuitions
about the nature of space [1], a thought echoed by many
modern psychologists [2]. The emphasis in modern
psychology on the primacy of anthropomorphic and
relativistic space concepts [3,4] neglects other work in
psychology and neurocognition [5] and the facts of cultural
and linguistic diversity, the focus of this article. This
broader perspective recognizes not only egocentric
coordinate systems, but also two distinct types of

allocentric ones: those based on object-centred coordinates,
and those based on absolute coordinates like north/south/
east/west. At a level of abstraction we can talk of just three
FoRs, which we will call the Relative (roughly, egocentric),
the Intrinsic (object-centred) and the Absolute (using fixed
bearings like north).

In this article we show that many languages make little
or no use of the Relative FoR, instead emphasizing one or
more of the other frames, and, more surprising perhaps,
that speakers of these languages appear to code their
everyday non-linguistic spatial representations in line
with their linguistic FoRs, neither speaking nor thinking
in terms of the glasses being to the right of the phone. This
raises a host of puzzles: How could such cognitive diversity
arise? Could language difference be the root – is this a
‘Whorfian’ effect of language on cognition? Or are (non-
cultural) environmental factors at work? What about
child development – are some FoRs easier to acquire than
others?

Frames of reference and linguistic diversity

We start with a review of recent findings about linguistic
diversity, concentrating on spatial descriptions on the
horizontal plane. Recent research has shown that
languages differ in the availability of FoRs for describing
the relationship between small-scale, manipulable objects
in ‘table-top space’ – that is, non-geographic space.
Figure 1 illustrates the three FoRs, Relative, Absolute
and Intrinsic, which can be thought of as different
strategies for specifying the spatial relationship between
the thing to be located (referent or figure) and the
landmark (or ground object).

Languages have specialized expressions for one, two or
all three FoRs [6–21]. The frequency and range of
application of these FoRs differ across languages (see
Box 1, Table I). English speakers use two different FoRs to
describe spatial relationships in table-top space: they say
either ‘the fork is to the left of the spoon’ (Relative FoR) or
‘the fork is beside the spoon’ (Intrinsic FoR). They do not
say ‘the fork is to the north of the spoon’; they restrict their
use of the Absolute FoR to large-scale, geographical
descriptions. However, speakers of Guugu Yimithirr
(Australia) use only the last kind of description; they do
not have available either a Relative or an Intrinsic FoR.
The Absolute FoR is used even to describe the location ofCorresponding author: Asifa Majid (Asifa.Majid@mpi.nl).
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an object on a body part – a Guugu Yimithirr speaker
would say ‘There’s an ant on your south leg’ [9].

Frames of reference and their underlying computations

To use linguistic terms specialized for different FoRs,
distinct cognitive computations are required. In an
Intrinsic FoR, the cognitive system must ‘parse’ objects
into their major parts (such as ‘front’, ‘back’ and ‘side’) to
find the named facets of the landmark object used in
intrinsic descriptions; for example, ‘by the side of the bed’,
‘at the front of the truck’. The criteria for doing this vary
across languages. Tzeltal (Mexico) has a strictly geometric
method, based on the volumetric properties of the land-
mark object regardless of its orientation [22], but English
uses mixed strategies based on (a) an oriented template
giving ‘top’, ‘bottom’ and ‘sides’, and (b) functional criteria,
so the ‘front’ of a building is the side you enter, the ‘front’ of
a TV the side one faces to watch it, etc. [13]. Once the object
has been parsed, a second step is required: to project into
space from a designated facet of the object, so that we can
say, for example, ‘the statue is in front of the cathedral’
even though it is 200 metres away [23].

There is a tight connection between the Relative FoR
and the Intrinsic FoR: it seems that you cannot have a
Relative FoR without an Intrinsic FoR [13,17]. Like the
Intrinsic FoR, the Relative FoR requires ‘parsing’ of
objects – most importantly, a parsing of the self into
front, back, left and right. This parsing is then projected
into space, so that objects can be to my left and right side

even when I am not in contact with them. However, if I say
‘the fork is on the left’ or ‘the fork is in front of me’, meaning
in the space adjacent to my left side or my front side, this is
not the Relative FoR, but still the Intrinsic FoR. This is
because only a binary relation is being coded: the
relationship between myself and the fork. It is a Relative
FoR when a ternary relationship is encoded; for example,
‘the fork is to the left of the spoon’ or ‘the fork is in front of
the spoon’: now the relationship between the fork and the
spoon is encoded from the perspective of a third partici-
pant, the viewer. Some sentences in English are ambigu-
ous between these two FoRs.

The Relative FoR can be ‘lifted’ from the self, rotated
and applied to other people and objects [24]. So, if Bill and I
are sitting on opposite sides of the table in Figure 1, then
from my perspective I can say that ‘the fork is to the left of
the spoon’ but I can also ask Bill to ‘pass me the fork that is
to the right of the spoon’, i.e. using his perspective.

The computations required if you use an Absolute FoR
in all situations, from table-top space to geographic, are of
a quite different kind. For example, you must know at all
times and in all locations where your conventional fixed
bearings are (thus in Guugu Yimithirr local ‘north’ is
centred on approximately N0178, in Tzeltal ‘uphill’ is
focussed on approximately N3458). To do this, you must
run a ‘mental compass’, a constant background compu-
tation of direction. You must code all percepts that you
might later want to talk about in terms of such fixed
bearings, so you can say (or for that matter, think) ‘I must
have left my glasses to the north of the telephone’. You
need to maintain mental maps correctly oriented so that
you can calculate the bearing between any two points you
might want to talk about. You also need to dead-reckon
your current location so that you can correctly describe
where unseen points are from the current location.

Frames of reference and cognition

Do the computations needed for speaking languages with
different FoRs affect only the processes of speaking and
comprehending? Or do they have deeper cognitive con-
sequences as well? Some say the answer is no. According to
one view, spatial cognition is inherently ‘dynamic, ego-
centric and primitive’, such that everyone, regardless of
language, uses an egocentric representation to solve non-
linguistic spatial tasks [4]. Another view is that everyday
spatial cognition requires people to maintain multiple
FoRs, and that languages merely recruit from these
antecedent systems [25,26]. We can decide between these
various alternatives by drawing on an interesting contrast
between Absolute and Relative FoRs: under rotation, the
Absolute FoR stays stable whereas the Relative FoR
changes. That is, if I turn 1808, the space to the north of me
remains the same but the space to the left of me rotates.
How do speakers of languages with different FoRs behave
on non-linguistic tasks under rotation?

A set of languages were classified as Absolute, Relative
or mixed according to the FoR their speakers preferred to
use when describing the relationship between objects in
table-top space [16]. In subsequent non-linguistic tasks,
speakers of these languages were shown a spatial relation
between objects on a table, or a spatial trajectory, and then

Figure 1. Descriptions in Relative, Absolute and Intrinsic frames of reference. The

spatial relationship between objects in table-top space, like the fork and the spoon,

can be described in different ways. In the Relative FoR (dominant in English, Dutch

and Japanese), the viewer’s perspective is used, giving rise to descriptions such as

‘the fork is to the left of the spoon’. Notice that if you go around to the other side of

the table, the fork is now properly described as ‘to the right of the spoon’. In an

Absolute FoR an external framework is applied instead. This can be composed of

cardinal directions such as north–south–east–west, used by speakers of Arrernte

(Australia), or an uphill–downhill axis like the one used by speakers of Tzeltal

(Mexico). So, as a speaker of Arrernte you would say ‘the fork is to the north of the

spoon’, and as a Tzeltal speaker ‘the fork is uphill of the spoon’; unlike in the Rela-

tive FoR, the same description is applied to the scene from whichever side it is

viewed. Finally, in an Intrinsic FoR, you could describe the spatial relations

between the fork and spoon without reference to either yourself or any other exter-

nal system of coordinates. For instance, you could say ‘the fork is at the nose of

the spoon’, as speakers of Mopan (Belize) or Totonac (Mexico) do.

TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 

Relative: The fork is to the left of the spoon
Absolute: The fork is to the north of the spoon
Intrinsic: The fork is at the nose of the spoon
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rotated 1808 to face another table, where they had to
solve a spatial task. Some of the tasks involved memory
for the spatial configuration of objects (see Figure 2),
others involved memory for motion and path-direction
(Figure 3), and still others tapped spatial reasoning
(Figure 4) [13,16,20,27]. These experiments have shown
that people do indeed use different non-linguistic FoRs to
do the same tasks, and that these non-linguistic FoRs align
with the preferred FoR of their language.

It has been suggested that these differences are the
result of a confound – for example, that testing conditions
were not sufficiently controlled across populations [28].
But when environmental features were controlled, the
same correlation between linguistic and non-linguistic
representations was obtained [27]. Alternative explana-
tions invoking an environmental or cultural confound [29]
also seem unviable. Absolute behaviour on non-linguistic
tasks has been demonstrated with speakers of the

Figure 2. Memory for spatial configuration: ‘the chips task’. (a) Participants saw on Table 1 a card printed with a large and a small dot arranged with the small dot towards

them, away from them, to the left, or to the right. After a 30-s delay, they were rotated through 1808 and led to Table 2, where they were asked (in the local language) to

identify from a set of four cards the similar or counterpart card to the one they had seen before. Each participant had eight trials, which varied in the arrangement of the

dots. Responses that preserved sameness in egocentric coordinates were coded Relative, those that preserved Absolute coordinates were coded Absolute, and other

responses were coded ‘Untypable’. (b) The results for just two languages, Dutch and Tzeltal. The Relative/Absolute trend matches the preferred linguistic FoR: Dutch

responses were overwhelmingly Relative whereas Tzeltal responses were overwhelmingly Absolute. The proportionately larger Tzeltal inconsistency can be attributed to

the fact that the data are from an unschooled peasant population. However, if we look for ‘consistent coders’, that is, coders who give the same response on 6 out of 8 trials,

then over 80% of Tzeltal speakers are ‘Absolute thinkers’ (Adapted from [13], pp. 159–160, by permission of Cambridge University Press).
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Figure 3. Memory for motion and path-direction: ‘Eric’s maze’. (a) The experimenter moved a toy man along a path on Table 1. After a delay, the participant was rotated

through 1808 and led to Table 2, where there was a maze. The maze had several possible paths, and the participant was asked to choose the path that the toy man had fol-

lowed. Each participant had five trials. For each target path the toy man had travelled along on Table 1, there were two corresponding paths on the maze on Table 2: one

that preserved Relative coordinates (shown in red), and one that preserved Absolute coordinates (shown in blue). (b) The results for Dutch and Tzeltal. As in Figure 2, we

see that the Relative/Absolute trend matches the preferred linguistic FoR: Dutch participants gave Relative responses whereas Tzeltal participants gave predominantly

Absolute responses (Adapted from [13], pp. 160–162, by permission of Cambridge University Press).
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Absolute languages Guugu Yimithirr (Australia),
Arrernte (Australia), Hai//om (Namibia), Tzeltal (Mexico),
Longgu (Solomons), Belhare (Nepal) and Balinese (Indo-
nesia) [13,16,20], whereas Relative behaviour has been
shown with speakers of the Relative languages Dutch,
Japanese and Yukatek (Mexico) [13,16]. The variation in
cultural and environmental factors within groups is as
large as the variation between groups: Absolute and
Relative languages are spoken in a variety of different
ecological environments, with people of different subsis-
tence modes (see Box 1).

In this sample of 10 communities there does appear to
be one association involving an ecological factor: living in
an urban environment is associated with using a Relative
FoR and living in a rural environment with using an
Absolute FoR. Could the urban–rural divide explain non-
linguistic cognition on the rotation tasks? This seems
unlikely for two reasons. First, there are examples of rural
communities that predominantly use a Relative FoR in
both language and non-linguistic cognition (e.g. the
Yukatek). Second, it is unclear what mechanism would
make urban-dwellers Relative and rural-dwellers Abso-
lute in their non-linguistic cognition. One possibility could
be literacy: increased literacy, which correlates with
urbanization, could encourage a Relative FoR. But within
populations there is no correlation between literacy and
preferred FoR on cognitive tasks (with the single exception
of Belhare) [13]. Although there is no attested mechanism
that explains why urban and rural communities would
differ in their FoR, there are attested cognitive mechan-
isms that can explain how language can affect cognition
(see Box 2).

Frames of reference and gesture

The alignment of linguistic and non-linguistic FoRs is
pervasive beyond the experimental contexts mentioned
above, as shown by evidence from spontaneous co-speech
gestures. Iconic gestures (e.g. depicting a movement
trajectory) and pointing gestures can reflect aspects of a
speaker’s non-linguistic spatial representation [30]. Analy-
sis of gestures in different cultures reveals that the default
gestural FoR matches the predominant linguistic FoR.

Thus, speakers of Absolute languages such as Guugu
Yimithirr and Tzeltal typically encode directionality in the
Absolute FoR [9,10,13]. For example, an object moving west
is represented with a hand movement towards the west
(to the left if facing north, and straight away from the body if
facing west). By contrast, speakers of Relative languages
such as English, Japanese and Turkish typically encode a
movementfromleft toright intheirviewingfieldwithahand
movementto theright, regardlessofwhichdirectiontheyare
facing at the time of speech [31]. Speakers of Intrinsic
languages like Mopan (Belize) typically encode direction-
ality in the Intrinsic FoR; for example, change of location
resulting from human locomotion is almost exclusively
represented from the perspective of the mover, as a hand
movementsagittallyawayfromthespeaker[32].Thedefault
gestural FoR is maintained at all times: for example,
English, Turkish and Japanese speakers code Relative left
and right directions in their gestures even when they don’t
refer to the FoR in their accompanying speech [31].

Frames of reference and child development

The research discussed above shows that adult speakers
of some languages privilege the Absolute FoR in both

Figure 4. Spatial reasoning: making a transitive inference. (a) Transitive inferences (e.g. if A is bigger than B, and B is bigger than C, then A is bigger than C) can be drawn

on the basis of non-linguistic arrays. In this experiment, participants saw a cube and a cone arranged in a particular configuration on Table 1, and were then rotated through

1808 to Table 2 where they saw a cube and a cylinder. Finally they were rotated back to Table 1, where the cone was standing alone. Their task was to place the cylinder

next to the cone, keeping the location consistent with what they had seen before. There were five trials using the transverse axis. There are two ways to perform this task:

one using Relative coding (the cube is to the right of the cone, and the cylinder is to the right of the cube, therefore the cylinder is to the right of the cone), and the other

using Absolute coding (the cube is to the south of the cone, and the cylinder is further south of the cube, therefore the cylinder is to the south of the cone). (b) Once again,

the results for Dutch and Tzeltal show that the Relative/Absolute trend matches the preferred linguistic FoR: Dutch participants gave Relative responses whereas Tzeltal par-

ticipants gave Absolute responses (Adapted from [13], pp. 162–167, by permission of Cambridge University Press).
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language and cognition. This runs contrary to the
assumption held by many cognitive scientists that spatial
cognition is fundamentally egocentric [3,4]. But is the
Relative FoR still somehow more ‘natural’? For example,
do children learn it more easily? The available evidence,
although scant, does not support this hypothesis.

Children acquiring English, Italian, Serbo-Croatian
and Turkish do not produce Relative uses of ‘front/back’
(e.g. ‘the ball is in front of the tree’) until around 5 years of
age (Intrinsic uses appear a year or so earlier; e.g. ‘in front
of the man’) [33]. The use of ‘left’ and ‘right’ to specify the
location of one object with respect to another appears still
later, at around 11 or 12 years [34].

Children learning an Absolute language acquire the
relevant linguistic expressions just as early as children

learning a Relative language – possibly even earlier.
Tzeltal children produce Absolute vocabulary at two years,
and by three-and-a-half they use Absolute vocabulary in
an explicitly relational way; by 8 years they have fully
acquired the Absolute linguistic system [35]. The early
acquisition of Absolute vocabulary is also seen in studies of
Tzotzil (Mexico) [36] and Balinese: 4-year-old Balinese
children show Absolute behaviour not only in their
language but also in non-linguistic tasks [20]. There is
no evidence, then, for the hypothesis that the Relative FoR
is privileged in child development.

Conclusions

Frames of reference – the most fundamental concepts
underlying spatial cognition – seem unlikely things to

Box 1. Frames of reference and ecological determinism

The correlation between the linguistic FoR people use and their

performance on non-linguistic tasks has been interpreted as a Whorfian

effect, that is, as an effect of linguistic categories on non-linguistic ones

[13,16,27]. But perhaps the correlation can be explained by some

third intervening variable. Three types of intervening variables have

been proposed.

The first is that environment [28,40] shapes both linguistic and non-

linguisticcategories.Salient differences in environment suchasurbanvs.

rural, or open terrain vs. dense forest, could affect both language and

cognition. For example, one hypothesis is that rural or small-scale

societies lack cardinal directions, whereas urban societies are more

mobile and so tend to use Absolute systems [41]. A contradictory

hypothesis is that themore ‘insular’ orgeographicallycohesive a group is

(i.e. rural communities), the more likely it is to have an Absolute FoR [28].

A second possibility is that action [25,26] is the intervening variable:

different actions might call for different FoRs, so differences in habitual

action, perhaps reflected in subsistence patterns, could give rise to

differential use of FoRs in both language and cognition.

A third possibility is that global cognitive styles like individualism

versus collectivism [42] mediate between language and cognition.

Perhaps speakers of Relative languages are more individualist and so

make use of an egocentric FoR, whereas speakers of Absolute

languages are collectivist and so use a FoR that is shared by the group.

Table I shows 20 languages with their associated FoRs, along with

information about environment (operationalized as the ecological zone

speakers of that language inhabit), dwelling (predominantly rural or

urban), and subsistence patterns (representing habitual action).

Individualism vs. collectivism was assigned using the definitions

given by Greenfield et al. [42]; all the language groups were judged to

be collectivist with the exception of Dutch and English. None of the

factors appears to determine the FoR, although there might be an

association between urban-dwelling and use of a Relative FoR. Of

course, the lack of a relationship does not prove that environment,

action or individualism vs. collectivism have no impact on choice of FoR,

but it does suggest that there is no simple determinism between

ecological factors, or global cognitive style, and whether a speaker will

use Intrinsic, Relative or Absolute FoR to describe relationships

between objects in table-top space.

Table I. Frames of reference and ecological determinism

Language Country Family Linguistic frame of reference Ecological zone

or zones

Dwelling Subsistence

mode

Intrinsic Relative Absolute

Arrernte Australia Pama Nyungan x X D R H-G

Balinese Indonesia Austronesian x x X T R StA

Belhare Nepal Tibeto-Burman x x X H SubT, A R StA

Dutch Netherlands Indo-European x X (x) Temp U I

English UK, USA, etc. Indo-European x X (x) Temp U I

Ewe Ghana Niger-Congo X X X SubT R StA

Guugu

Yimithirr Australia Pama Nyungan X TRF, TS R H-G

Hai//om Namibia Khoisan x (x) X D R H-G

Jaminjung Australia Jaminjungan X (x) (x) S, T R H-G

Japanese Japan Isolate x X (x) Temp U I

Kgalagadi Botswana Bantu X X X T St R StA

Kilivila Papua New Guinea Austronesian X X X deN R ShA

Longgu Solomons Austronesian x (x) X TRF R ShA

Mopan Belize Mayan X (x) TRF R ShA

Tamil India Dravidian x X X S U þ R StA

Tiriyó Brazil Cariban X X X TRF R H, StA

Totonac Mexico Totonacan X (x) Temp R ShA

Tzeltal Mexico Mayan x X SubT, A R ShA

Warwa Australia Nyulnyulan x X D R H-G

Yukatek Mexico Mayan X X x TRF R ShA

Frame of reference: x indicates that the correspondingFoR is used by a language. (x) indicates that the FoR is only used in restricted circumstances, i.e. not in table-top space.

X indicates the preferred FoR for describing spatial relationships between small-scale, manipulable objects (e.g. as in Figure 1). Ecological zone: A ¼ alpine; D ¼ desert;

deN ¼ denuded tropical rain forest; H ¼ humid; S ¼ savannah; SubT ¼ subtropical; St ¼ steppe; T ¼ tropical; TRF ¼ tropical rain forest; Temp ¼ temperate. Dwelling:

R ¼ rural; U ¼ urban; Subsistence mode: H ¼ hunting; H-G ¼ hunter-gatherer; ShA ¼ shifting agriculture; StA ¼ stable agriculture; I ¼ industrial.

Data sources: Refs [13,20] and Levinson, S.C. and Wilkins, D. Grammars of Space (unpublished).
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vary across languages and cultures. But recent cross-
linguistic work establishes that they do. The work
reviewed here also suggests that linguistic diversity aligns
with cognitive diversity, as shown in people’s language-
independent solutions to spatial tasks and unselfconscious
gestures accompanying speech. Different frames of refer-
ence are acquired with comparable ease by children. Those
sceptical of these findings often invoke ecological or
cultural explanations; alternatively, they suggest that no
known psychological mechanisms could account for such
profound linguistic effects on cognition. We have argued
that neither line of dismissal is plausible. We are left
with findings that create problems for current models of
the language–cognition interface (see Box 3 for some
questions for future research). Rather than cognitive
categories being universal and giving rise to universal
semantic categories, as is typically supposed, it seems
that cognitive categories are variable and they align with

cross-linguistically variable semantic categories [28]. This
work therefore contributes to the emerging view [37–39]
that language can play a central role in the restructuring
of human cognition.
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† Re-representation. Perceptual tuning can influence category

formation early on in the learning process. But even when initial

representations are robust and relatively consistent across learners,

recoding can take place later. One well-known example is the recoding

of representational units resulting from increased experience with a

particular domain – the novice-expert shift [49,50]. The recoding of

information into higher-order chunks circumvents the short-term

memory bottleneck, and ‘the most customary kind of recoding… is to

translate into a verbal code’ [51]. Across languages, perceptual features

and dimensions are organized in many different ways, even in domains

often assumed to be cognitively ‘given’, such as colour [52] and space

[53]. In some cases these language differences might affect the initial

stages of concept formation (through ‘perceptual tuning’, above),

whereas in others they might lead to ‘representational redescription’

over time [54].

† Structure-mapping. Another process that has been shown to affect

the learning of categories is structure-mapping: the alignment of

conceptual representations across situations, and the extraction of

higher-order relational similarities [55]. Structure-mapping comes

about through comparison of representations, and language can

promote this comparison by drawing attention to ‘what is to be

compared to what’ [53,55]. Use of the same word across different

situations invites people to extract similarities, so that new categories

are learnt. To the extent that languages classify situations according to

different criteria, the kinds of similarities extracted, and consequently

the categories acquired, will also differ [56–58].

† Costs of computation. Having different units of representation

across languages, such as diverse semantic categories, can result in

differences in the ‘cost of computation’ for otherwise equivalent

input-output transformations [59]. When giving route directions,

Japanese speakers sometimes point to geographically correct

locations, suggesting they are using an Absolute FoR. But these

pointing gestures are often preceded by glances to the visible part

of the route and turns of the shoulder, which indicates that

direction is in fact computed from visual memories of turns that

are encoded in the Relative FoR [60]. Speakers of Absolute Languages

produce gestures in the Absolute FoR unhesitatingly, without accom-

panying glances and shoulder shifts [13]. Thus, the same output might

result from the use of different computations on different types of

representations.

Box 3. Questions for future research

† What are the neurocognitive underpinnings for linguistic frames

of reference? How much plasticity is there?

† How do children learn linguistic frames of reference? And when

do linguistic frames of reference begin to influence spatial cognition?

† What are the cognitive consequences of being a bilingual in

languages that rely on different frames of reference?

† Not all rural societies use an Absolute frame of reference, but

urban languages appear to use a Relative frame of reference. Why is

this?

† What mechanisms do speakers of Absolute languages use to

keep track of directions in the Absolute frame of reference?

† Are speakers of Absolute languages better than speakers of

Relative languages at view-independent object recognition?
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